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of this u lication is to serve as an organ of As ury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest and
value rimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, students and
friends, ut also to a roader readershi of churchmen, theologians,
The

ur ose

students and other interested ersons.
Material u lished in this ournal a

ears here ecause of its intrin
on-going discussion of theological issues. While this
u lication does not retend to com ete with those theological ournals
s ecializing in articles of technical scholarshi , it affirms a commitment
to rigorous standards of academic integrity and ro hetic forthrightness.
sic value in the

EDITORIAL

The Li eration
of Theology
y

The

theology

Laurence W. Wood

of li eration in Latin America reflects

a growing im
atience with social in ustice. In view of the intense dehumanizing
overty in Latin America, along with the failure of the theory of de
s and the
velo ment advocated y the United Nations since the

reakdown

of democratic

emerged which

is

old,

rocesses,

a

theology

of li eration has

rovocative, and radical. Taking

as

its

cue

statements from Vatican II and from the Second General Conference of
on the
Bisho s of the Latin American Church
ro lem of
social in ustice in the Third World, li eration theology has moved into
an offensive
osition to do something a out it. Its motto is orthonot
ra is,
orthodo y. For the most art, h eration theology is a
Roman CathoUc henomenon, though the hierarchy clearly disa roves
of the e cesses to which the movement is eUeved to have gone. Des ite
o osition y the Church hierarchy and government officials, riests
and laymen es ousing li eration theology show no signs of retrench

ment.

the

dehumanizing effects of ca itaHstic e loitation
theologians have turned to Mar ist ideology
in the ho e of finding some solution to their deteriorating socioeco
nomic situation. What Plato was for Augustinian theology, Aristotle for
Thomist theology, Heidegger for e istentialist theology, and White
head for rocess theology, Mar has ecome for li eration theology.
The theology of li eration has thus ecome a oliticizing of faith.
these
Historical materiahsm, class struggle, economic determinism
are the Mar ist categories theology must allegedly em loy if ortho
do y is to ecome ortho ra is. In this res ect, the task of theology is
understood to e to change the world, whereas in the ast traditional
In view of

in Latin

America, li eration
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Wood is Assistant

The

theology

has

world.

su

This radical

osedly

merely inter reting

een content with

understanding

of

theology
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means

that outmoded

the

con

ce ts like ersonal evangelism must e re laced with new conce ts
like
oliticizing through evangelism. The eschatological future must
e

de-ideologized since the coming Kingdom of God i.e., the creation
a New Man is to
e reaHzed in and through the oHtical-historical

of

rocess. The idea of a future transcendent return of Jesus Christ into
is looked u on as an ideological device intended to er etuate

history

y offering to the o ressed the ho e of ie in the
sky y
y. The thing of eing a Christian is not an individuaHstic notion of freedom from
ersonal sins rather, sin is rimarily a
social reality which is to e reckoned with in the olitical rocess of
creating a ust society. The Church is not an institution of elievers
who have e erienced ersonal salvation from eternal erdition. Such
a conce t is considered to
e an ideological cover to ustify the resent
socioeconomic situation. Rather, the Church is made u of those who
take the lead in changing the world through artici ating in the oliti
cal rocess of creating the New Man. In this res ect, everyone already
is in the Kingdom of God, though not in the Church.
This radical new understanding of theology does not mean that the
ro onents of li eration theology intend to leave the esta lished
Church.
uite the contrary, their ho e is to change the esta lished
Church through conscientization, i.e., informing the conscience of
resent a uses
and

Latin Americans of the reaUties of their socioeconomic situation and

res onsi ility

the

that

they

must take themselves for

ringing

a out

a

ust society.
The critics of li eration

analyses

have

theology

sociological
categories have een
ideology seems incom ati le
een few. Its

have not

een accused of naivete. Its Mar ist

anti-Christian, since Mar ist
with charity, reconciliation, eace, and human freedom. Its conce t of
assailed

as

the Church has

een called elitist. Its commitment to revolution has

een considered reckless. Its demand for

of

a

new

kind of

works-righteousness.

Uto ian idealism
of
human
reality
de ravity.

indefensi le. Its

Though
a

li eration

theology

ohticizing

a

e egetically

cannot come to terms with the stark

intends to

commitment to the Bi lical

of faith smacks

Its universalism is

e

revelation,

theology is only trying to reinforce its
ments through a
uestion- egging kind

a

Christian

theology

with

its critics think li eration

olitico-theological

of

e egesis. The

commit

two main

Li eration

of Theology

s okesmen, Gustavo Gutierrez and J.
ook, The Theology of Li eration

Segundo, deny this. Gutierrez s
, is generally considered to
e the definitive statement on li eration theology. Juan Luis Segundo
in a recent ook. The Li eration of Theology
, attem ts to deal
more
s ecifically with the e istemological ro lem of li eration the
ology.
Segundo attacks traditional academic theology which stays in the
L.

realm of a stract ideas divorced from the

e isting social

situation. His

ro osal
doing theology
inter retation of the Bi le is dictated y the continuing changes
in our resent-day reality
. . What is demanded is a de-ideologizing
of the Bi le. To e sure, Segundo does not im ly that he has no ideo
logical commitments of his own. In fact, he insists that the hermeneuti
cal circle always resu oses a rofound human commitment, a ar
tiality that is consciously acce ted
. What he s ecifically at
.
in
tacks
this regard is the so-called ideological neutrality of academic
theology. He insists the Bi lical e egete always egin with some reunderstanding. Hence, Segundo, like Bultmann, is concerned with a
Fragestellung. Like Bultmann, faith is a solute, ut what is revealed in
for

involves

a

hermeneutical circle in which

one s

nothing
methodological a

. What Segundo thus lays out as the asic
.
is
a de-ideologizing e egesis of Holy Scri
roach
ture. Hence, he is highly critical of Bultmann s demythologizing e ege
sis which fails to do ustice to historical reality ecause of its ty e of
e istentialist and individualistic re understanding Fragestellung . For
Segundo, faith is always acted out in history as history. He will tolerate
faith is

no

divorce

etween faith and

history.

Segundo e lains his de-ideologizing e egesis y means of a com
etween
munications theory which distinguishes
roto-learning the
and
of
factual
information ,
deutero-learning learning how
im arting
of
to learn . The s ecific content
Scri ture is ideology, i.e., the a li
cation of faith to a historical situation. Deutero-learning is learning how
to a
ly faith to new situations through the ideologies in Scri ture
. Hence, faith is the a ility to discern how to act, ut this
.
faith is not ound to any ideology in Scri ture. That is why we hold
ut a Mar ist ideology
a Chrisfian faith
. This means the o
.
is
in
content
edagogical in the sense that it
Holy Scri ture
ective
to
the
relate
faith
teaches us how to
resent. The Decalogue, as well as
the Sermon on the Mount, contains ideologies which must e desacralized
. Only faith activated y love revealed in Jesus Christ is
.
life. In this res ect, Segundo says there is no esca e
for
our guide

.
.
e istemological relativism and situation ethics
e thought at this oint that The Li eration of Theology
has ecome a li eration from theology. By its very nature, theology is
ontological. It focuses u on the reality of God, the reality of man,
and the reality of salvation. If all o ective content in Scri ture is
ideology, and if contentless faith is the only a solute, reason is then
unduly limited to a ragmatic function. However, is it not a ractical
re uirement for man to have some understanding of reality itself
And is it not of the essence of Christian faith that ultimate reaHty is
revealed and is to some degree intelligi le to the mind In this res ect,
the A ostles Creed is one of the earliest attem ts to articulate what is
elieved. Among its em hases are the sovereignty of God, not man,
over the world
the need for ersonal salvation and the transcendent
reaking in of Jesus Christ into the world. These are themes which
li eration theologians have relativized.
It is not at all clear ust how far Segundo means to follow through
with his de-ideologizing e egesis
ut it is uite clearly im ossi le for
him to relativize all o ective truth without at the same time under
mining the validity of his own methodological theory. By definition, it
from

It could

would involve itself in

a

self-cancellation.

it would not

Perha s
e egesis of Segundo

e unfair to suggest that the de-ideologizing
y a ragmatic need to ustify Christian

is dictated

involvement in revolution. After all, Latin America is the only Third
World continent where
ercent of the o ulation claims to e

.

Christian

.

If there is to

e

a

li eration from

o

ression

in

Latin America, then it is Christians who must e mo ilized. Yet,
Segundo admits it is indeed difficult to ustify violence and revolution

ased
tic to

The

on a

a
one

literal

eal

inter retation of

to the E odus event

and

only thing

that

the New Testament,

can

nor

is it realis

. He says
maintain the li erative character of

as a

aradigm

.

,

. - .
any theology is not its content ut its methodology
It is undenia le that Latin America needs a theology of li eration
which attacks

forthrightly wides read

in ustice and
com lacency. That

social a use and

which shames Christian leaders out of their

sense

of

theology has so com letely identified itself with the oor is
unmistaka ly a Bi lical stance. However, if the theology of li eration
intends in its methodology to stress ortho ra is at the e ense of
orthodo y, could it not well lead to hetero ra is and heterodo y
The oHtical and theological conse uences of a relativistic-su ectivistic methodology could rove to e counter roductive, and even more
devastating, for the oor and marginated ersons of Latin America.
li eration

Two Li eration

Theologians
y

The

city,
yourself
is

in

Vignette

Derek Winter

us ride from Lima to Rimac, one of the oorer su ur s of the
mercifully short. If you go to the end of the line, you find
on

over-s illing

the

slo es

of

hill, u

a

which the

from Rimac itself. One of the

is afforded from the flat roof of

an

shanty

town

s rawls,

est views of these slums

unremarka le

three-story

in the center of Rimac, where Gustavo Gutierrez lives.

Gutierrez is

short, stockily uilt man with road mestizo features,
volu ly and with great nervous energy. He walks with a ro

who talks

nounced
age of

uilding

lim ,

a

the

. For si

school, he had

to

legacy

of

a

one disease which he contracted at the

years, when most youngsters of his age would e at
stay in ed, and it was during this eriod that he e

, he entered San Marcos
gan his studies in humanities. When he was
University in Lima to study medicine, and at the same time egan his

hiloso hy at the Catholic University. He still had lans to
sychiatrist when, four years later, he left Peru to study
sychology at Louvain University in Belgium. Here he met Camilo
Torres. Camilo, later to achieve fame as the revolutionary riest who
was killed in a guerrilla action in Colom ia in
, and Gustavo, today
of
of
Latin
American
a leading e
li eration, ecame
theology
onent
studies in

ecome

a

firm friends.

, when I d already

He arrived in Louvain in

years,

Gustavo reminisces.

Editor s Note

We

were

the

same

age,

een there two

although

he

was

from a longer manuscri t,
of the ma or re resentatives

This article, which is taken

affords our readers a close-u view of two
of the li eration theology, Gustavo Gutierrez and Ru em Alves. The
writer, who is a graduate student at the University of Birmingham in
England, has toured Latin America e tensively, and in the course of
his travels has sought out the more rominent figures in the revolu
tionary theology which has develo ed in this area. The reader will,
u on reading these com ined iogra hies and ersonal o servations,
have a clearer understanding of the theological ferment which is eing
roduced in our neigh oring lands to the South.

The

As ury

Seminarian

already a riest and I a seminarista. He was an unassuming man, without
an over owering
ersonality, ut very lively, very o en, and asically
very straightforward. It was Camilo who taught me to drink wine, he
added with

a

grin.

Gustavo then went
on

his

return

Camilo, and from

to

Lyons

to

for four years, ut
he resumed contact with

study theology

Latin America in

to

during the ne t five years they worked
together teaching in seminars on sociology and theology. But Gutierrez
re ects the suggestion that his social concern stems from his Louvain
it has its roots in his student
eriod or his association with Camilo
days in Lima, when he layed an active art in socialist olitics. And
for the ast
years, his chief work as a riest has een as advisor to
student worker grou s. To earn his living, he teaches theology at the
Cathohc University, ut his contacts with eo le in the arriadas are
as strong as with
university students. It is from his involvement in
Catholic grou s dedicated to social action that his ook Teologia de
la Li eracion has emerged.
Was he sur rised that it had een translated into five languages and
u lished in so many countries
time to time

Yes, indeed, ecause I

was

thinking

of

a

readershi

in Peru and in

a

few other grou s in Latin America, he comments. It says much for
the ook s otentially e losive uaHty, that it was violently attacked

u lished in Chile s leading news a er El Mercurio in
May
s ite of this, some co ies were still to e had under the
counter in Santiago while in Brazil the new Portuguese translation was
freely availa le in ooksho s in Rio, Sao Paulo, and Curiti a.
Why had it ecome a theological est-seller Was it, as Gustavo
claimed, a new way of doing theology Or was he sim ly using new
terminology for old conce ts that were only now eing rediscovered
Well, he re lied, I d say first that what one is after in theological
work isn t necessarily something new, ut something useful for the Hfe
of the Christian community. And may e the first new thing is that this
theology seems useful. OriginaHty isn t something you seek. You find
it. But there s something im ortant in the desire that theology should
e useful, and this is something I do seek. S eaking from this ers ec
tive, I said very hesitantly and I confess that this is a hrase I crossed
in

an

article

ut in

out several times in the

in the end,

the

thing

on

rink of

manuscri t,

ecause it seemed

the advice of friends, I left it

a new

way of

in

that

retentious,

erha s

doing theology. However, if there is
taking ra is as the clear oint

new, it s the intention of

ut

we are on

some

of de-

Two Li eration

arture. You

Theologians

can

always find recedence, as with any im ortant idea.
always say, This has een said e
clarity, it doesn t seem that it was

If anyone states it clearly, you can
fore. But if it wasn t stated with

efore.

said

Here s

com arison which isn t

a

modest than the

more

Im

case

another field of
a

good one, ecause my work is
discussing, ut recall an instance from
a

thought, a discussion etween Freud
sychologist. When Freud egan writing his

French

,
choanalysis
when
sychoanalysis
in

ideas that

Pierre Janet, who had written

So I

something is the
ust finds it,

elieve that

sy

on

,

ook in

a

eing develo ed, said, These are
efore. and Freud re lied, The erson
who realizes what he has found

one

not the one who

of it.

material

already

was

have written a out

who achieves

and Pierre Janet,

ut the

one

who knows how to make

-

use

as the
oint of reference is a rinci le that
e am le, in the English writer Duns Scotus,
who said that God is the o ect of ractical knowledge, not of theoreti
cal knowledge. This is a tradition we can trace through the
ractical
reason of Kant, through Mar , and so on. If this theology has some
thing of a distinctive flavor, it is this new way of seeing the theory

goes

a

ra is

long

way

ne us.

But

ra is

ack

This for

erha s

for

-

me

is central.

the most

im ortant thing a out this theology

is that

eo le who read it say, Yes, this is something for me. In Latin Ameri
ca, theology hasn t een discussed since the si teenth century, the time

of Bartolome de las Casas. But

more recently
giving rise to controversy. There are
articles saying that it s no longer theology

in Latin America, theol

ogy is

.

eo le

some

.

who write

ut at least it s

.

interest

creating

Arguedas, the Peruvian novelist
ersonally during the last year of

So at least it seemed to Jose Maria
whom Gustavo had

to know

come

his Hfe and to whom he dedicated his
Gustavo
felt

keenly

s oke of him

ut
a

a

year

with affection. He

the culture shock

His work had

a

ecuUarly

etween

was

friend lent him the te t of

the first outhne I wrote in
us.

was an

indigenous

Indian,

a man

who

and western tradition.

national flavor. He died in Decem er

efore, when he

this friend to introduce

ook.

a

in Chim ote

talk of mine

July

So

one

working
theology

on

on

,

his last novel,

of li eration

-

. When he had read it, he asked

day

we

had

a

meal

together,

and he

that he had always
said that the a er had greatly im ressed him
ut not in relation to the God of whom
considered himself an atheist
-

As ury

The
I had written. For him, this

hadn t read

anything with
forty years

works of Lenin

was

something

new,

a new

Seminarian

world, and he

such attention and interest since he read the
ago.

Hearing Arguedas say this im ressed me. I felt and still feel very
small com ared to him. Then he read to me some of the te t of his
ook Todas las Sangres, which I uoted in my ook, and said, I think
I have said in my

ook what you are saying, that there s one God of
o ressed and another of the o ressors as the sacristan says to the
e
riest The God of the osses isn t the same as the God in whom
lieve.
And Arguedas added, Now that I ve read your a er, I under
stand etter what I have written. In my heart, I always elieved in this
li erating God, ut I didn t know him.
the

This solidarity with the oor is a key feature of Gutierrez s thought.
He traces the Bi hcal conce t of overty, from the hteral meaning of
material de rivation, to the s iritual conce t of
overty of s irit.

Poverty

as

condition,

ing

de rivation is,

an

in the

Bi le, invaria ly

seen as a

scandalous

offense a horrent to God.

of the E odus, which

was a

li

Poverty contradicts the mean
eration from e loitation and in us

tice. It contradicts the mandate of

Genesis, where

of

his work

transforming

nature and

through

is set the task

reahzing his creative free
e loited la or im lies
him.
And finally, overty
fulfilling

dom, whereas the

overty that has its

work that alienates

man

instead of

man

roots in

offense to God, since man is the sacrament of God, who is resent
in the oor and needy. To o ress the oor is to offend God himself
to know God is to work ustice among men.
is

an

Hence
never

the

real, material

e e alted into

ecame

so

oor,

that

a

overty of de rivation and misery can
as Christ, though rich,

Christian ideal. Just

through

his

overty you might

ecome rich,

the conce t of Christian overty must mean soHdarity with the oor
and a rotest against overty. It is a overty which means taking on
so

the sinful condition of

man

to

li erate him from sin and all its

conse-

uences.
Gutierrez re ects any dichotomy etween redem tion from sin and
H eration from the social e ressions of sin, ust as he re ects the dual
ism of sacred history and secular history. His definition of li eration

em races

the

as irations of o ressed eo les and social classes
the creative historical
e loitation and in ustice
which
mankind
realizes
its true humanity
rocess through
gradually
and
the redem tion y Christ from sin which is the ultimate root
of all disru tion of friendshi and of all in ustice and o ression.
to

e free from

Two Li eration

Theologians

Only

y holding together these as ects of a single com le rocess
on the one hand a false
s irituaHzation that is lind to the
harsh realities of the world, and on the other, shallow
analyses and
can we

avoid

rograms of short term effect which may meet immediate needs,
which fail to tackle the dee -rooted
ro lems of man in
In the

other

same

way, there

rofane. Rather,
y Christ, the L

not two

are

there is

assumed

he counters those who

social gos el,

which

society.

histories,

one

sacred and the

human

destiny, irreversi ly
elo uent assage,
see li eration
as
an
theology
e ression of the
attenuates the real meaning of Christian faith.

Nothing is outside
gift of the S irit.
unity.

only

ut

rd of

the
This

one

history

ale

And in

an

of the action of Christ and the

gives human history

rofound

its

Those who reduce the work of salvation

are

indeed

those who limit it to the
not

aware

of the

strictly religious s here, and are
universality of the rocess. It is those who

think that the work of Christ touches the social order in

which

we

roots and

salvation

live

only indirectly

or

or

the midst of

to

and not in its

rotect
rotect their interests lift salvation from

history,

where

men

li erate themselves from the

to

tangentially,

asic structure. It is those who in order to

which other

men

and social classes

slavery

and social classes have

is those who refuse to

see

struggle
o ression to
su ected them. It
and

that the salvation of Christ is

a

radical li eration from all

misery, all des oHation, all aliena
y trying to save the work of Christ

tion. It is those who

will lose

it.

Ru em Alves home is

Castelo,

a

landmark of

leasant su ur an villa not far from the
Cam inas, and ust a lock away from the Pres
a

yterian Seminary where he once studied. It is one of the ironies of the
resent theological cUmate of Brazil that a man who is ro a ly the
a lest theologian in his country, and who would e glad to lecture
free of charge in his old seminary, is not welcome there.
an athletic figure in
When I rang, he answered the door
yellow
T-shirt and rust colored eans, with atrician features, e ressive and
mo ile, framed with curly greying hair and side urns. The only other
occu ant of the

s aniel.

room

where he welcomed

me

was

a

small cocker

The
I
ought him from an
Lighting his i e, he settled

American
into

an

As ury Seminarian

missionary,

armchair.

he volunteered.

What would you like

to know

He told

me

first a out his

s iritual

ilgrimage,

ty ifies

which

the

e erience of many of his contem oraries. He s ent his childhood in a
small town in the BraziHan interior, ut when he was
the family
,

moved to the

ing world,

city.

and

as

At

a

cult to make friends.

talist e

ression

once

he found himself in

strange and threaten
city school, he found it diffi

country oy in a
During his teens, he

of Christian

faith,

and

took

as a

a

refuge

result of

in
a

a

fundamen

revival

mis

sion, a

hed to the Pres yterian Seminary in Cam inas, with the
ideal of ecoming a sort of Brazilian Billy Graham.
But at the seminary, he rediscovered the e erience of community
lost since those small town days of his early childhood. And the funda
mentalist language he had ado ted as a refuge against the harsh reality
of loneliness suddenly ecome su erfluous and o solete. Here was a
grou of eo le re ared to share their uestions and their weaknesses,
a fellowshi
that held you together when the foundation of certainties
that had seemed unassaila le egan to crum le.
The other main factor in the shift to ers ective was the irth of
awareness of the social,
oHtical and economic reaHties of the country.
A fundamentalist mentaHty, remarks Alves, does not have the
ca acity to rocess this data.
But this

awakening

to the realities of the BraziHan situation coin

cided with the arrival at the

ter ret this reaHty
een

seminary of teachers weU

to their students. In

ualified

to in

, Richard ShauU, who had

thrown out of Colom ia,

oined the staff. He rovided
theological instruments to
hel them understand the social res onsi iHty of the Christian, to
realize that eing a Christian and eing res onsi le in society are re
lated. At the same time, Alves e erienced a re ection of the traditional
ust

Ru em and his fellow students with the

ty e of Brazilian Protestantism which seeks
world. Bonhoeffer s

egan

to

to

worldliness

understand the Bi le

goodness,
redem tive task.

and its

holy

as

and the world

save

man

out of this

s oke owerfully
unfaltering cele ration of life
itself as the o ect of the church s
to him as he

an

It seemed to him, in the enthusiasm of

a

young man leaving the
could fail to understand

seminary for his first astorate, that no one
and share this ers ective. But during his early ministry, in a
Pres y
terian church in the interior of the state of Minas Gerais, he discovered
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that the

strength of the institutional church to defend its traditional
inter retation of the Gos el was greater than he had realized. The older
generation of astors randed men like Alves not only as religious here
tics, ut as olitical su versives as well. The community of freedom
and love, the church they looked for, could not e identified with the
institutional

ada tation

church, which had

and

The fifties
various

One

change.
were

a

reasons, he e

grown too much Hke

very traumatic

lained.

e

a

dinosaur for

erience for the church, for

the a earance of a new generation, which egan to
things. They were re resented not only y men who had
een through the seminary,
ut
y the owerful lay movement of
were
young Pres yterians. They
very critical of the church, and one of
reason was

say different

the criticisms

was

that the leaders of the church

were

in

no

state to

s eak a out what was ha ening in the world, ecause they had no
training for it. They were only trained to visit church mem ers, to ray,
to
reach on Sundays, and they had never othered to understand
olitics or economics or sociology.
All this

osed

a

threat to the older

generation, who organized them

selves to ehminate the situation, and when the crunch came, the young
. Since then the
eo le s movement was su ressed. This was in
church has gone

through a series of urges, the in uisitors of the revi
ous
urge ecoming in their turn the victims of the ne t witch-hunt.
Not sur risingly, many young astors left the church in sheer frus
tration. As Alves
uts it, Our ecclesiastical frustration roduced a
secular humanism. Instead of theology
sociology. Instead of the
church

the world. Instead of God

man.

eriod that Alves went to Princeton to
degree, and when he returned from the United
roke with the organized church.
I d reached the conclusion that wanted to earn my living like any
other erson. I didn t want to e de endent on the church, ecause I
realized that if I did so, I would com letely lose my a ility to think
It

was

study for
States, he

toward the end of this

his doctor s

and write.

He relates,

The ideal of the full-time minister is

a

total

y the institutional
financially.
This shift of activity from the astorate to teaching, from theology
to sociology
he teaches sociology at the University of Cam inas
rought with it a new interest in olitics. Our gods died and they
ecame our religion
ut our
were e changed for heroes. Politics
disaster,

ecause the

realities of the church,

astor

ecomes domesticated

ecause he is dominated

....
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The

heroes died also, he says.
Alves is understanda ly reticent a out this as ect of his ilgrimage,
on
ut one is left to infer that the oUtical climate of Brazil from
wards left

for

no room

maneuver

here either. In the face of ecclesiasti

olitical re ression, the only o tion left seemed a
rivate world of home, family, friends, work, and

cal reaction and

withdrawal into the

leisure.

In this situation, the

reserved at all costs
is ho e, as a
ulwark against meaninglessness and des air. This is the
asic theme of his two main u lished works, A Theology of Human
Ho e, and Tomorrow s Child.
In a foreward to A Theology of Human Ho e, Harvey Co hails
Alves as the voice of the Third World of enforced overty, hunger,
owerlessness and growing rage. But the situation from which he writes
one

virtue that must

e

is very different from that of Gutierrez.

In

s ite of its cost in terms of oHtical re ression and the domina
tion of foreign investment, the Brazilian economic miracle has achieved
an affluent standard of living for millions even if still a minority of the
Brazilian o ulation , raising the kind of ro lems for which Marcuse
has

a

and

creativity

in

to

e sure,

y

greater relevance than Mar . The
a
a

ossi ility

of human freedom

consumer-oriented society
oliced,
of
is
the
terror
uestion Alves
aratus

technological and
ruthless a

oses.

The concrete

zones, he says,

ro lem

that each

isn t li eration,

one

faced

today

in Brazil in ur an

ut how to make

more

money

In

of the United States

ca italist society
Euro e is already our attern. I see one of the urgent tasks of
reaching as recisely the criticism of this attern of affluence that is
esta lishing itself.
other words, the

attern of the

and

His

reoccu ation

is with Paul Lehmann s

uestion

What does it

world

Ho e
kee
uestion mark that the community of faith laces over against
the inhumanity of our resent society. It is a ho e that can e charac
terized as messianic humanism, a ho e which recognizes the human
izing intervention of God in history, and which sees the resent, how
ever un romising conditions may a
regnant with a etter
ear, as
take to make and to

human life human in the

is the

tomorrow.

Alves would agree with Emilio Castro s way of utting it
when our human eyes cannot see the way out of the maze, we
there is

a

way out, and that the moment will

come

when

we

Even
are sure

leave

our
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e ile and set out for the
This

understanding

humanism he defines
within
ut

Deus

a

slavery of
synthesis.

is in contrast to the

olitical

as

machina,

e

a li eration that
reaks in from eyond,
through man s action in rotest against the
Theology of Human Ho e is an attem t at

li eration achieved

a

history

humanistic messianism, the action of man
to achieve his li eration
y his own ower. This ho e

history

is not for

romised land.

of Bi lical

the

resent. A

Since writing his first ook, however, a shift has occurred in Alves
thought. Theology of li eration was written when we thought that we
in

were

E odus situation,

an

situation. We re in

a

he said.

situation of

I don t

elieve

we are

in such

a

ca tivity.

And in Tomorrow s Child, he confesses his essimism a out ever
seeing the romised land. But we must Hve y the love of what we will

see.

never

And this

continuing

means

community.
I asked him where he

ho e

re resent

he

attem t

an

re lied.

The grass roots communities. These

reak with the traditional model of the church

to

a

future life, in favor of

in which communities address themselves to the very concrete
of their situation. They are discovering tactics of action which

There s

y

grou .
arado in

erience

Peo le

are

church

ro lems
only can

Ufe in Brazil

today. On

the

one

hand,

ressures of modern Hfe, and conditions of work, the
of community encounter is ecoming increasingly difficult.

ecause of the

e

a

the local

curious

a

in

signs of these genuine communities of
ro a ly heard of what s ha ening in the

which administers the sacraments for

e discovered

ho e

saw

You ve

in Brazil.

Cathohc church,

to nourish the seeds of

not availa le for

community

ecause

encounter

they

are so

tired from their function in the system that when they have s are time
they want to remain on their own. On the other hand, a tremendous

nostalgia
ments

-

church

-

eing

for community is
for e am le the

it s

scientifically rogrammed

very conservative

the need for

created. So you get a series of e eri
ty e of revival in the Catholic

cursillo

a

-

yet it e

resses

meaningful community

a

theologically and olitically
nostalgia for togetherness and
ut

as a

oint of reference.

attern
articular
characterized y

What of the role of the Protestant churches within this
In Alves view, the Protestant

relevance at

a

time when

aganism, su erstition,

this

eriod,

resence in Latin America had

the Catholic church

and su

ort for the

was

status

conversion to Protestantism involved

a

a

uo. But

heavy rice

even

in

in terms

The
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u rooting. The BraziHan who ecame a Protestant ceased
instead of the Sam a,
attern changed
those hymns of Sankey to organ accom animent. Alves re

of cultural

e

to

Brazilian. The aesthetic

a

he sang
gards this

rocess of alienation from Brazilian culture

as

serious

a

matter.

But

even

Why

today

economic

if

formerly

this

rice

was a

did Protestantism

worth

aying,

to Brazil

come

To

im erialism, e ansion,
im erialist and

sion went hand in hand with

from the

oint of

view of the

ustified

e

it

e sure, there

and the

reasons

can

were

missionary e an
e ansion. But

colonial

church, the missionaries

convert

came to

the Catholic

Brazil

-

agans. To win Brazil for Christ meant to de-CathoHcize
to Protestantize Brazil.

Today,

the

lic church

There s much

situation

same

today

is much

li erty,

more

ust doesn t

more
a

Says Alves, The

e ist.

critical

more

s irit

Protestant s irit of Paul TilHch. Seeing what the
with the Catholic church, I ask myself, have I the

Holy S irit

the

to insist

Protestantism has

my Protestantism

more

akin to the

Holy S irit is doing
right to uarrel with
So for some eo le.

further mission to fulfiU or if it has, it is one not
ut of service, in a su orting role to the CathoHc church

of

olemics,
looking for

not

no

the

Catholic church to
This may a

I m concerned,
sowing seeds of

growth

ecome

ally.

This

of the Protestant churches,
more

Christian,

ear a great scandal to
when I s eak of the

ground

more

some

ho e,
saying it s

not

im ortant,

ut to

hel

the

o en.

Protestants But

ossi iHties

I m not interested in

churches. I m not

it s

on

Catho

Protestant than the Protestant churches.

far

so

as

of renewal and of

sowing

in the Protestant

ut it s not for

me

is too fuU of stones. In fact I haven t made the

erson

choice,

een made for me.

He

s elled

out what he meant.

and the mem ers
student.

are

eo le

a

congregation

I knew when I

was a

near

here,

theological

I go to church. I find it gives them great leasure
Ru em Alves is coming ack to the church. But there s

Occasionally

when I go

mostly

There s

ut they don t want me to
something else. They want my resence
is
What
say anything. My talk
they would Hke is the silent
distur ing.
resence of Ru em Alves. So the church has already made the choice
for me.
can t choose not to s eak.
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Latin American
Li eration Theology
y Jose h

S.

Wang

theology is the recent fashiona le effort
theologians to deal with the social situation of that
continent. In
, the United Nations roclaimed the first decade
of develo ment. Several international organizations such as the Inter
national Develo ment BanK, International Aid for Develo ment, and
International Monetary Fund were created to hel the underdevelo ed
But as early as
countries to im rove their socioeconomic situations.
, many Latin American leaders e ressed essimism regarding
develo ment. They were of the o inion that in Latin America under
develo ment was the result of the situation of de endence of these
countries u on the great metro olises, and therefore true li eration
had to e won against the world ca italistic system. The idea of h er
Latin American li eration

of Latin American

ation

then

answer to

In

came

to the fore among, certain Christian leaders

as an

this situation of

August

and

de endence.
,
Se tem er of

isho s

and

eriti of

the Roman Catholic Church met in Medellin, Colom ia to deal with
the church in the current transformation of Latin America in the
of Vatican II. Out of the

light

documents were ela orated to
meeting
serve as authoritative guidelines for the church. In the months
receding
the conference a reHminary draft was distri uted. Although the draft
attacked in strong language the oligarchies of ower, the foreign- ased
system of ca itaHsm and the general situation of institutional violence,
it was severely criticized
y the leaders of the various lay a ostolate
Latin
America. They attacked its lack of
organizations throughout
its
failure
to
at
the
of the ro lems of marginality and
roots
focus,
get
alienation, its insufficient attention to the cause of de endency and
lack of autonomy. Nine hundred
riests issued a document called
Latin America A Continent of Violence underlining the violence of

Jose h S. Wang is Associate Professor of New Testament at As ury
Theological Seminary. He holds the Th.M. from Princeton Theological
Seminary, and the Ph.D. from Emory University. He oined the A TS
.
faculty in

rivileged minority against the ma ority of de rived, a violence of
hunger, hel lessness, o ression, underdevelo ment and neglect. The
delegation at the Medellin conference was a divided grou . On the one
hand, there were those who ro osed a sort of eaceful, rogressive
develo ment according to North Atlantic models of industriahzation
and democracy. On the other, there were those who advocated li era
tion from e ternal and internal structures of
de endence. They ac
the

the

cented

conflict

of interests e isting
etween Latin American
neo-colonialism, etween the mass and the local oHgarchies. Not without inconsistencies, however, the Medellin documents
generally ado ted the li erationist language and oint of view.
Soon after the Medellin conference, u Hcations for this li era
tionist
oint of view egan to circulate. The leading s okesmen in
cluded Roman Cathohc thinkers such as Hugo Assmann, Paulo Freire,
Gustavo Gutierrez, Jose Miranda, Juan Luis Segundo and Protestant
thinkers like Ru em Alves and Jose Miguez Bonino.
Ru em Alves is considered the ro het of h eration theology. His
ook, A Theology of Human Ho e Washington Cleveland Co us
Books,
, is ro a ly the first one to e lain a theology of li era
tion and marks the wide glo ahzation of the asic uestions of a
countries and

Theology of Li eration.
Hugo Assmann is the a ologist

of li eration

theology. In his ook,
O resion-Li eracion Desafio a los cristianos O ression-Li eration
A Challenge to Christians, Montevideo Tierra Nueva,
, he gives
the roots of li eration theology, defends its theological locus and
methodology, and launches a mounting attack on North Atlantic the
ologies, demoHshing their vagueness and ideological resu ositions.
He uilds a case for li eration theolo
as an autochthonous
olitical
theology ased on an ethic of change. The most systematic resenta
tion of li eration theory is A Theology of Li eration, History, Politics
and Salvation y Gustavo Gutierrez, translated and edited y Caridad
Inda and John Eagleson, Maryknoll, New York Or is,
. This
. It was
ook was originally u lished in S anish in Lima early in
it
translated
into
Then
was
in
in
.
English, French
S ain
re rinted

Italian.

It is considered the magnum o us and its author the sys
tematic theologian of the movement.
and

I

a roach, li eration theology is radically different from tradi
theologies. While the traditional theologies start theologizing

In its

tional

The

Seminarian

As ury

theological categories and conce ts such as God, the church, and
theology starts with the overty-stricken, o
ressed and dominated reality of Latin America. Hugo Assmann states,
The greatest merit of the theology of li eration
ro a ly lies in its
insistence on the historical starting oint of its reflection the dominated
situation of Latin America.
Gustavo Gutierrez oints out that li
eration theology arises from concern with a articular set of issues
economic and socio-cultural. This will give us the soHd and ermanent,
al eit modest, foundation for the theology in a Latin American ers ec

with

the world, li eration

-

tive which is

oth desired and needed.

Since the economic, socio- olitical situation in Latin America is the
oint and foundation of li eration theology, the rimary

starting

tools of li eration
Gutierrez

e

licitly

theology

of the instruments offered
social

seek.

reahties which

y

us

deny

theology

Li eration

those of the social science. Gustavo

are

states that li eration

the

rotherhood which

and

ustice

only

is not

theologians need to make use
understanding those

social sciences for

interested in the

social situation, it is committed to action to

analyses

we

of the

change the situation. In
theology of h eration is charac
analyses of reality and its more com
Rather it seeks to think
rehensive and radical olitical o tions
through the faith from the starting oint of the way it is lived within
In another lace Gutierrez writes
the commitment to li eration.
the words of Gustavo Gutierrez,
terized not only y its different

the

....

The

theology

for reflection

of h eration offers not
as

critical reflection

ology,
history
kind

a

on

theology

of

so

much

gathered

theme

way to do

of mankind and also therefore that

Christ. This is

a new

theology. Theology as
historical
ra is is a H erating the
the li erating transformation of the

a new

into ecclesia

theology

which

art of

o enly

man

confesses

which does not sto with re
on
the
ut
rather
tries to e art of the ro
world,
flecting
cess through which the world is transformed. It is a theology
a

which is o en
in the rotest
in
the
nity,
struggle against the

against tram led human dig
lunder of the vast ma ority
of eo le, in h erating love, and in the uilding of a new,
ust and fraternal society
-

.

.

.

The situation in Latin America is

of the United Nations in

,

des erate. According

two thirds of the Latin

to

a

American

re ort
o u-

Latin American Li eration

lation is

Theology

hysically undernourished

to the

regions. One-half of the Latin American
infectious
can

deficiency
o ulation
cultural ale

or

working

social, and

oint of

starvation in

o ulation

is

suffering

some

from

diseases. A out one-third of the Latin Ameri
continues to remain outside the economic,

of the Latin American

community. An over
agricultural o ulation is
landless. Two-thirds, if not more, of the agricultural, forest, and live
stock resources of Latin America is owned or controlled y a handful
of native landlords and foreign cor orations. Most of the e tractive
industries in Latin America are owned or controlled y foreign cor o
rate investment, a considera le
ortion of the rofits eing taken out
of the various countries. Living conditions for the ulk of the Latin
American o ulation are articularly unsta le, eing de endent on the

whelming ma ority

of the Latin American

fluctuations of the

foreign market. Intra- and inter-Latin American
largely underdevelo ed.
A ook u lished in
states that in Colom ia, there is only one
doctor for every ,
inha itants. Three ercent of the o ulation
trade is

ercent of the land. One

owns

out of two adults cannot read

or

write and

ercent of the school-age children have no school to go to.
o ulation is
ercent rural, and only
ercent of the gross
national roduct comes from industry. Four ercent of the o ulation
en oys
ercent of the national revenue.
The

Surely something

has to

e done to

The God of the Bi le is interested in

welfare of
li eration

change

des erate situation.
hysical and s iritual
out social ustice. The

this

oth the

ersons. The Lord is concerned a
are to
e commended for their

theologians

situation in Latin America and their attem ts to

Their efforts

are

theologians

change

for the

that situation.

very relevant.

ring a out li eration,
dee ly influenced y Mar

In their endeavor to
tion

concern

are

Latin American li era
ism. In the

analysis

of

the situation in Latin America as the asis of their action, the li eration
theologians re ect the North American functionalistic sociological anal
since it re resents a commitment to develo mental theory. In
ysis,
stead, they ado t structuralistic methodology. Sociological struc-

turahsm
stricken

olitical,

uestions
masses.

structural
out

the system from the
analyzes the situation

and cultural

changes

as

de endence

a

ers ective

of the

overty-

of economic, social,
forth
the
and sets
necessity of dee
as one

condition for advance.

Denis Goulet

as a

oints

acce t class
starting oint for devising

Latin American li erationists

Mar ists,
oth as an undenia le fact and

that, like

struggle

It
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strategies of change.
Li eration theology maintains the rimacy of ra is. Assmann re
Gutierrez attacks
ects any logos which is not the logos of a ra is.
is
no truth outside
To
the
li
erationists
there
e istemological s ht.
or
eyond the concrete historical events in which men are involved as
agents. There is, therefore, no knowledge e ce t in action itself, in the
rocess of transforming the world through artici ation in history.
With them action is itself the truth. Truth is at the level of history,
not in the realm of ideas.
This kind of e istemology, and this ri
macy of ra is are those of Mar and his followers. The theses of Mar
include, In ractice
ra is man must rove the truth second
is
thesis . Social Hfe
essentially ractical. All mysteries which mislead
theory into mysticism find their rational solution in human ractice

understanding of this ractice eighth thesis . Philoso
hers
only inter reted the world differently. The oint, however,
is to change
eleventh thesis . Mao-Tse-Tung states, Truth has to
e discovered and confirmed y ractice and should e develo ed also
y ractice On Pra is .
In A ril
the leading li eration theologians along with
delegates from all of Latin America had a meeting of Christians for
Socialism in Santiago, Chile. In the meeting there was a general re
ection of a third way etween ca italism and sociahsm, and an ac
ce tance of Mar ism as an analytical and revolutionary method.
Miguez Bonino acknowledges that the thought of h erationists

and in the

have

...

is characterized

y

a

strict

scientific-ideological analy

sis, avowedly Mar ist. This is clearly

seen

in their way of

and in their insistence

on the
theory
relating ra is
of
and
the
rationality, conflict,
radicality
oHtical realm.
It can also e seen in the recognition of class struggle. This

and

assum tion of Mar ism

which is not tantamount to

an

is decisive for
uncritical acce tance of all its hiloso hy
the theological task and indicates, as GuiHo Girardi has said,

a
uahtative lea from the humanist or s irituaHst in
s iration of the social concern to an engagement medi
ated through scientific Mar ist analysis.

reciates the influence of Mar ism u on his theology.
e charged with ado ting
These li erationists, however, cannot
Mar ism uncritically.
They have done some evaluative thinking and
weighing of the issues involved. They re ect the total em racing of

Gutierrez

a
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Mar ist

ideology

as

Theology

contrary

to Christian

faith.

They

maintain that

they
scientific analysis of the way in which
merely
socio-economic- olitical reahty functions, which is ro ected into an
hy othesis concerning the relation of human history and all its achieve
ments to the rocess of roducing material goods.
Gutierrez claims
that Mar ism is science and
Christianity is faith.
Can one really acce t a Mar ist
analysis of historical reahty without
eing influenced y Mar ist meta hysics Can one really follow Mar
ist ra is wdthout em racing Mar ist
hiloso hy After his attem t to
argue that Christians can follow Mar ist analysis of historical reahty
and Mar ist
ra is without etraying their Christian faith, Miguez
Bonino concedes that Admittedly, Mar ism does not ehave as the
cool rafional entity we have descri ed. It is
fre uently ossessed y
an a ostohc zeal, a
dogmatic certainty and a messianic fervor
In the similar conte t, Miguez Bonino admits
acce t Mar ism

If it

as a

e true that every form of

sciously

con
ra is articulates
view of reality and a ro ec
-

a
unconsciously
and
an
analysis
ideology, this means that re
flection on this ra is must necessarily raise the uestion
of the rightness or inade uacy of such analysis and ideol
ogy. This is a com le
ro lem to which we cannot e ect
to find an uno ectiona le answer. But the
uestion is un

tion of

or

it,

an

avoida le.

Since the li eration

theologians concentrate almost e clusively, if not,
e clusively
socio-economic- ohtical issues, they em ty the
Christian message of its s iritual dimension.
They o erate as if there
were no s iritual dimension in human Hfe. In effect, this amounts to
in fact

on

the Mar ist materiahstic view of human Hfe.

II

theology with its insistence on ra is and the socio oliti
cal conte t as rivileged theological data, gives to the historical circum
Li eration theologians
stances the determinative weight in theology.
are committed to restructuring the society along the line of socialism.
This is
The Bi le messages are reinter reted to su ort this ra is.
Li eration

well illustrated in their treatment of the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Ru em Alves writes

The

As ury

Seminarian

The word resurrection, in the universe of discourse of the
community of faith, does not descri e, therefore an
rocess. It does not indicate either that

rought

dead

hfe again

to

was

e

in

how it

y

ha

the

ened.

The One who

was

community
how, a out what
etween. Resurrection, Hke creation, was an e

again. But nothing
came

or

erienced

organic
ody was

dead

a

of faith

ower to create

.

The word

nihilo,

e

to the dead and to call into e istence the

Rom.
a ocaly ticism

ahve

is said a out the

ression of freedom s
e ist

as

things

to

give Hfe

that do not

orrowed from Jewish

was

ress the

community s e erience that
was ahve in
history, as a
ower of h eration
Resurrection, hence, is the lan
guage of the ongoing olitics of God in history. It is the
This is why no historical research is
language of ho e
a le to verify the resurrection
The field of the verifi
cation of ho e is not, therefore, the
ast, ut the future.
is
verified
to
the
e
tent
to
which man is made o en
Ho e
to e

the One who had

een crucified
....

....

for the future, the structures of o ression are roken, and
the future is made o en for man. And each of these events
is a new cele ration of ho e, a new
en oying of the a eri
tif of

li eration.

Miguez Bonino

asks the rhetorical

uestion, Is

altogether a surd to
today as the death of mono olies, the li erafion
from hunger, or a solidary form of ownershi
Under this kind of eisegetical o eration of li eration
theologians,
many im ortant Bi lical doctrines have een transmuted and em tied
of the original Bi lical message.
reread the resurrection

it

Gutierrez affirms that salvation is the central theme of Christian
mystery. On the asis of the historical and
of

E odus, salvation and

torical actions

on

creation

ehalf of his

are

hnked

eo le

are

Yahweh s his

considered creative. The God

who frees Israel is the Creator of the world.
the same time Creator and Redeemer.

the first salvific act. It

li erating e erience

together.

Yahweh is

Accordingly

at one and

creation is

seen as

initiates history, the human struggle, and the salvific
adventure of Yahweh. Faith in creation does
away with its
.

.

.

mythical

and

God who

saves

su ernatural character. It
and acts in history since

is the work of
man

a

is the center
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of creation, it is integrated into the
uilt y man s efforts.

history

which is

eing

Thus, salvation is linked with the history which is eing uilt y man s
efforts. Further, since the E odus e erience is a oHtical act, in which
Israel

was

li erated from the

ondage of o ression, salvation has to
oHtical H eration. This oHtical li eration

understood in terms of
e understood

to

the

as

self-creation of

man.

e
is

Israel is H erated to

uild a ust nation and to witness to the whole world a out God s li
erating concern for all humanity. Therefore, the E odus ecomes
aradigm for the oHtical H eration of man.

Gutierrez maintains that the

movement and

the li eration of

rings

work of Christ forms

com lete fuirillment.

it to

found in the E odus

man

a

The

art of this

aradigm

of

of Israel finds

e erience
Christ, God li erates aU men

its fulfillment in Christ. In

a

to continue

their creative vocation, to work and transform this world.

Therefore, salvation
the work of
ecome
Juan
cal

is to

e understood

as

the inner force and full

of this movement of man s self

ness

creation.

a man

uild the human

and to

Segundo states,

maturity. It

is.

eing

Thus to

generation which was initiated y
work, to transform this world, is to
community

it is also to

save.

In the domain of time, then, salvation is a
oliti
maturity of oHtical eing that every human

is the

Gutierrez advocates the

re lacement

of

uantitative and e tensive
a roach y a ualitative and intensive a roach to salvation. The for
e discarded, has to do with the ro lem of the
mer, which is to
num er of ersons saved, the ossi iHty of eing saved, and the role

lays

which the Church

in this

the value of human e istence in
.

.

man

.

even

valid

Christians

for
To
or

s eak a
re ected

out the

to value from

activity.

and non-Christians alike
in aU

a

resence of grace

is holistic. It has

for all

whether

eo le im lies,
stand oint the

social dimensions. It is concerned with

ac

the other
very roots

oth

theological

and

oth this world and the other

acce ted individually y faith. Yet the li eration
away with its theological dimension, and remove its

world. It has to
do

-

on

Christian

Bi le, however, salvation

theologians

Therefore

is saved if he o ens himself to God and to others,
clearly aware that he is doing so. This is

of human
In the

history.

The latter has to do with

if he is not

eo le.
ce ted

hand,

rocess.

a

e

The
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other-worldly significance. The universalism of li eration theology re
garding salvation does away with the necessity of individual faith and
removes the mandate for evangelization.
In li eration theology, Christ and God are to e understood re
eminently in historical categories. In Christ, God has ecome man.
Christ is the historization of God. In Christ,

ersonal uni ueness,

in his

...

and the universal

ersonal

tion, what is

forth, this will

the

is transcended

articular

ecomes concrete. In him, in his Incarna

and internal

e true, in

one

ecomes visi le. Hence

way

or

another of every

man.

ecome man, humanity, every man, history is the
Therefore we meet God in our encounter with

Since God has

living tem le
men

we

mankind.

of God.

encounter him in the commitment to the

Since Christ is the
the

neigh or.

man

man

neigh or, conversion
neigh or, however,

only

is not

...

also to
to

The

man

viewed

individually.

coordinates. It hkewise refers to

eo le,

the dominated

Therefore conversion

and the

rocess of

to Christ is conversion to

The term refers

considered in the fa ric of social

situated in his economic,

historical

relationshi s,

social, cultural, and racial
the e loited social class,

marginated

race.

means

radical transformation of ourselves it means thinking,
feeling, and living as Christ- resent in e loited and alien
...

a

ated

man.

e converted is to commit oneself to the

To

o ressed, to
concretely. It
only generously, ut also with

rocess of the li eration of the
oor and
commit oneself lucidly, reaHstically, and
means
an

to commit oneself not

analysis

of the situation and

a

strategy of action

....

Our conversion rocess is affected y the socioeconomic,
oHtical, cultural, and human environment in which it oc
curs.

Without

authentic

a

change

conversion.

in these structures, there is

no

Assmann writes

The conversion to the God of the

Kingdom

has to

e mate

rialized in the conversion of the historical human
....

to

e converted, to God and the

ers ectives

rocess
of his
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Kingdom,

In

man

e converted, here and now, to
It is in the struggle for the li eration

it is necessary to

and his

man

of

Theology

history.

that the love of God is materialized

harmony

cf.

.

Mt.

with these, Gutierrez understands the Church as the
een reconciled to God through

not of those who have

community,

faith in Jesus Christ, ut rather all those who are
struggle for li eration. The Church is not

in the

willing
a

to

artici ate

non-world

it is hu

manity itself attentive to the Word. It is the eo le of God which lives
in history and is orientated toward the future romised y the Lord.
Gutierrez sees the Church as a sacrament of salvation, a visi le sign that
oints eyond herself to what salvation is all a out. As a sign of the
li eration of
tence

ought

man

to

e

history, the Church
lace of li eration.

and
a

itself in its concrete e is

The Church has the

tion to manifest in its visi le structures the message it

Since the Church is not
in its

ca acity

to

an

signify

o liga

ears.

end in itself, it finds its meaning
reality in function of which it

the

reahty the Church is nothing e
always rovisional and it is to
wards the fulfillment of this reality that the Church is ori
ented this reality is the Kingdom of God which has al
ready egun in history.
e ists. Outside of this

cause

of it the Church is

Kingdom of God, for Gutierrez, is a ust society in which
the Church,
there is no o ression, servitude or alienated work,
God
s
to
a
action,
is
ointing
mission, res onsive community
therefore,
the
Church
mission
of
This
in
a
to the reahty of
history.
ust society
takes at least three forms namely, cele ration, denunciation, and an
Since the

nunciation.

Through Eucharist, the Church cele rates with oy the gift of salvific
action of God in humanity. This cele ration ecomes a vivid dramati
zation of what has een achieved in Christ, namely human li eration
and rotherhood.
By denunciation the Church has to take a stance
of social in ustice. This is the necessary con
state
against the resent
frontation which must take lace wherever the Gos el is roclaimed.
This denunciation should e acked u
y clear actions and commit
is
achieved y confronting a
however,
The denunciation,
ments.
the Gos el. The
announced
is
given situation with reality which
-

Gos el is the good news
ecoming of mankind.
To

reach

of the

resence of God s love

the Good News is for the Church to

in the historical

e

a sacra-

TTie

history,

ment of

to fulfill its role

the convocation of all

men

as
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community

God. It is to

y
Gos el

a

sign of
the

announce

coming
message reveals, with
Kingdom.
out any evasions, what is at the root of social in ustice the
ru ture of the rotherhood which is ased on our sonshi
of the

The

efore the Father the Gos el reveals the fundamental alien
elow every other human ahenation.

ation which lies

Conse uently evangelization is a oHtical activity. EvangeHzation
owerful factor in ersonaHzation of the Gos el. The ersonahzation stimulated y the annunciation of the Gos el can take on very
articular and demanding forms.

is

a

If

situation of

in ustice and e loitation is incom ati le
coming of the Kingdom, the Word which an
nounces this coming ought normally to
oint out this incom ati ihty. This means that the eo le who hear this
message and live in these conditions y the mere fact of
hearing it should erceive themselves as o ressed and feel
The annuncia
im elled to seek their own li eration
tion of the Gos el thus has a conscienticizing function, or
in other words, a oliticizing function. But this is made
real and meaningful only
y living and announcing the
Gos el from within a commitment to li eration, only in
concrete, effective sohdarity with
eo le and e loited
a

with the

....

classes.

social

Li eration

theology

understands the

Kingdom

of God in

Kingdom

Alves claims that when Jesus announced the

sense.

a

olitical

of God

He announced
.

.

.

the

immediacy

which li eration

olitical reahty

of that

was

ossi le

and offered

is thus the annunciation of the historical

going olitics
so hical or mystical e
invades history .

of God, which

Gutierrez

e ressed

erience

of

....

ower in
The Gos el

reaHty

of the

itself not

ut rather

as a

as

on

hilo

ower that

erceives the Kingdom as the end of domination of man
a Kingdom of contradiction to the esta lished
man
owers
and on
ehalf of man.
The Kingdom is realized in a society of
rotherhood and ustice. It is olitical in nature.
Li eration theologians attem t to take into account oth the resent
and the future as ects of the Kingdom. On the one hand, the Kingdom
over

it is
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materializes in the concrete historical

the horizon must

other,

Kingdom.
horizon always o
inite

e

ke t

for li eration. On the

o en toward the ultimate and def

Assmann understands this future
en

efore

us.

Alves

ture in this way.

But that

struggles

e lams

the

Kingdom

as

a

resent and fu

resent had something s ecial. It

was not the
res
of the eternal now, a resent that e hausted itself.
The future did not ecome resent in an eternal now as in
realized eschatology. Nor did it remain an isolated dogmatic

ence

idea, inde endent from and
future that
tent

comes

eschatology.

not

related to the now,

as a

down from the heavens, as with consis
The now was the time when a li erating

activity that ushed toward the future was going on. Al
ready and not yet were not, therefore, a stract oints in
the chronology of o ective time. The not yet was what
uahfied and determined the resent. It was not rimarily
the
oint of arrival ut rather that which was eing en
gendered in the wom of the resent. In the now we have
the resence of the future made historical through God s
action. God is thus neither the

a solute future

eternal

resent

or

the

for the community of faith. It came to
see, from its historical e erience, that what God s action
does is to create an e losiveness that is oth resent and

negates the resent.

resence of future, eschatology as an ingrace-sin conflict, the coming of the Kingdom,

Gutierrez understands the

reality.
ectation of the arousia are also necessarily and inevita ly
historical, tem oral, earthly, social, and material reahties.
In their treatment of the Kingdom of God, these li eration theo
logians seem to ut the cart efore the horse. The Bi lical data indicate
and the ma ority of e egetes agree that the central meaning of the
Kingdom of God is the reign of God. This effective reign of God will
resuU in a society of rotherhood and ustice among men. Yet the
li erationists erceive the Kingdom in terms of a Uto ian society of
the reign
rotherhood, love and ustice without considering its cause
God
without
of
the
talk
a
out
li
erationists
The
God.
of
Kingdom
and
rotherhood
of
ustice
God. They want to uild a Uto ian society
with human efforts without God. According to the New Testament
while the
resent of the Kingdom is already in e istence, the future
trahistorical

and the

The

e

-

The

As ury
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Kingdom, namely, the consummation of the Kingdom, will e
rought a out y God Himself. The li eration theologians inter reta
tion of future Kingdom as that which kee s history o en, always full
of new ossi ihties, and the ho e that arises out of the struggles of
the resent cannot e s uared with the Bi le. Their inter retation does
away with the glorious eschatology which is a very im ortant Bi le
message. Similar weaknesses can e found in their inter retation of
other ma or Bi lical doctrines treated a ove.
The effect of this e clusive concentration on olitics y li eration
theology is to rule out all religion in the traditional sense. In fact, these
li erationists consider traditional rehgious activities detrimental to their
of the

cause

and

advocate

radical secularization

or

desacralization. Alves

writes

eo le close their eyes when they ray. They do
why. It has ecome an automatic refle . But the
reason is that they
elieve God egins where the ody ends.
The act of closing one s eyes is an act of refusal of the
ody and of re ection of the world.
See how

not know

He claims that
The

language

of

theology

and of the Church, the

language

of many hymns, liturgies, and sermons sounds to the secu
lar man like the voice of an alien and remote s here. This
is

one

leaving

of the

reasons

why

the churches and

manism.

growing num er of eo le are
o ting for a totally secular hu-

a

Therefore Alves advocates total secularization.

God, thus,

is not freedom for

of man, the end of the
God is

man.

He is the domestication

homo creator. When the death of

roclaimed, o viously

man

is made free

world, for history, for creation. The world
Its frozen values thaw.
come

tation

Nothing

ermission and invitation.
Rehgion, therefore,

....

again for his

is desacralized.

is final. The horizons

e

Man is free to
is to

e

e erimen
destroyed for the

sake of the earth, for the sake of man s freedom to criticize his world in order to transform it.

Juan

Segundo

claims

Secularization is

a

central

ostulate

of the

Now everything is under man s dominion.
Christian message
To this Gutierrez adds his su ort
Secularization oses a serious
....
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challenge

community. In the future it will have
a nonreligious world, which the faith

to the Christian

to

live and cele rate its faith in
self has

hel ed

it

to create.

III

Latin American h erationists

society along

committed to the restructuring of
Many engage in violent revolutionary

are

the line of sociahsm.

action to achieve this. After the deaths of two

Guevara and Camilo Torres, the

However, there still

guerrilla leaders,

Che

warfare su sided somewhat.

leaders who advocate violent revolution-

are some

ft

to achieve the

restructuring of society.
Paulo Freire defends violent actions y saying Violence is initiated
y those who o ress, who e loit, who fail to recognize others as
not
y those who are o ressed, e loited, and unrecog
ersons
Alves claims that Man is a solved from inhumanity and
nized.
rutality in the resent, as the time of transition, the time which does
Jose Miranda advocates negation of the state and the
not count.
law. He writes, Com letely o osite to the defense of the status uo,
the realization of ustice not only su verts it, it also demands that we
ary

action

as

the

guerrilla

means

a olish the State and the
of authentic
ever

law.

Christianity against
history is a su version

e isted in

A su reme
in Latin

Goulet o serves that
su versive

enter rise

However, is it wise
now

He also claims that The insurrection

all law and all civilization which has

Is it

cates that in the

sense

America.

no

limits

of moral worth

.

.

.

.

ervades

the

to resort to violent revolution in Latin America

im ossi le

America without

which knows

to solve the socioeconomic

loodshed

resent

The

u lished

ro lems

in Latin

statement of Medellin indi

circumstances the evils that would follow

e greater than those it sets
out to remedy. Some Latin American leaders are calling the strategy of
in the wake of violent revolution would

violent revolution into
At this

uestion.

oint, ro a ly

the successful

case

China in solving her socioeconomic ro lem
rovide a good e am le for Latin America.

of Taiwan
without

Re u hc

loodshed

of

can

s,
ercent of the farmland in Taiwan was ownea
were tenant-farmers.
y landlords. Seventy ercent of the farmers
than
more
ercent of the total
The landlords were taking a share of
the government took an action to Hmit the rent to a
harvest. In

During the

The
ma imum of

reform.
In
ment

the

rinci al

ercent of the

.

cro
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as an

initial ste

of land

land-to-the-tiller

com ulsorily

urchased

rogram was enforced. The govern
the farmlands from the a sentee land

actually cultivating that
articular iece
iece of farmland was set
rice
at two-and-one-half times the total amount of the annual main-cro
yield. The com ensation to the landlords was aid
ercent with
with
land onds
industrial
stocks
and
government
enter rise
ercent
which carried an interest rate of
ercent er annum. Both rinci al
and interest were to e aid in e ual, semiannual installments s read
over a
eriod of ten years. The farmer urchaser would ay the rice
of the land lus interest at the rate of
ercent er annum in e ual,
semiannual installments s read over a eriod of ten years. The dates
of installment ayments were closely coordinated with the harvesting
seasons. In case of cro
failure, a farmer urchaser could a ly to
ost one the ayment of that articular installment. The un aid install
ments were to e made u , one after another, immediately after the ten
year eriod was over.
lords and resold these to the farmers who
of farmland. The

were

of

a

Though reluctantly, the landlords coo erated with the rogram.
was due to the following factors. First, though the
urchase of
land from the landlords was com ulsory, it was not outright confisca
tion. There was due com ensation which was carefully calculated and,
to a great e tent, ustified. Second, the
ayment of the land rice
was carefully arranged and guaranteed. Third, the time was ri e to
change the de endency of one s living on farm rental. It was consi
dered an outmoded feudalistic way of Hfe, and was ra idly eing
re laced y develo ing self-res ect through inde endent careers in
modern usiness. Many landlords were a le to figure out that invest
ments in industries and
usinesses were more rofita le than invest
This

ment in farmland.

Fourth,

Chinese communists took

and

the

the mainland of China and

racticed

in the years
over

cruel and inhumane atrocities

on

etween

the landlords to take away farmland
were threatening to take over

from them. The Chinese communists

Taiwan. If this should
same

thing

ha

en,

the communists

to the landlords in Taiwan.

convinced that if

they

thus gave o
ortunity
would face the same

rienced. This fearful

Many

surely

would do the

landlords in Taiwan

were

refused to coo erate with the government and
for the communists to take over Taiwan, they

tragedy the landlords in mainland China e e
ossi iHty made the landlords in Taiwan acce t
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fair- lay ty e of land reform.
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Des ite the weaknesses and even fallacies in their theology, Latin
American li eration theologians are to e commended for their con
cerns and dedications to change and im rove the des erate socio
economic conditions in South America. Perha s the eaceful and suc
cessful case of socioeconomic im rovement in Taiwan may e a good
countries

model for Latin American li erationists to consider.
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The ook is defined as a word of action. It has value only as it re
lates to the action of h eration. Faith is artici ation in the
li erating
rocess. The conte t for li eration theology is the o ression of the
Latin American

eo le. Thus, h erafion must e ohtical. A arallel
clearly drawn. Orthodo y must e re laced
y ortho ra is. There is severe criticism for Jurgen Moltmann and
Euro ean olitical theology. There must e re ection of develo ment
and reform. Instead, revolution must e the
starting- oint. All dual
ism, such as God and history, church and world, etc., must e removed.
Another writer is Gustavo Gutierrez. His writing
em hasizes e is
temology, which is ased on an understanding of ra is and a Mar ist
theory of knowledge. The work he is most noted for is l Theology of
Li eration History, Politics and Salvation
Maryknoll, NY Or is
Books,
. The stated ur ose of the ook is that one must allow
oneself to e udged y the Word, rethink faith,
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with the E odus of Israel is

radical, total, and efficacious. The author concludes

y saying that
meaning of
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only
as it can
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e loited classes.
In an article entitled, Notes for a
Theology of Li eration Theo
logical Studies,
,
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themes. He re ects develo ment, reform, and ca italism as
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for the Latin American continent. Theology is critical reflecfion on
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vols., Mary
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mitment to socialism. In the

rocess, the German olitical theology of
Jurgen Moltmann is severely criticized. He concludes with si
oints
First, eschatology inds Christian theology to the a solute, rather than
relativizing it. Second, this gives rise to a dialectic, for there is always
reassessment of the
resent time. Third, ustification y faith is not
the key to Bi lical e egesis e ual weight must e given to uilding the
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age inde to Scri tural uotafions are included. After challenging the conce t of rivate ownershi ,
other articles which may e of interest
International Review of Mission,

are

the author goes on to descri e the God of the Bi le as one who is
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theology
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American. Three ooks y him are A Black Theology of Li eration
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and
The
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at least two movements which
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necessary to look at in

ackground for li eration theology. A few sources wiU e
mentioned in assing. Most im ortant, is the Christian-Mar ist dialogue.
The articles on historical and dialectical materialism in the Encyclo
edia of Philoso hy y J. B. Acton e lain these Mar ist conce ts. Two
other ooks are hel ful. One is The Essential Left Four Classic Te ts
on the Princi les of Socialism New York Barnes and No le, Inc.,
y Mar , Engels, and Lenin. The other ook is a collection of writings
y Karl Mar , Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philoso hy
New York McGraw-HiU Book Co.,
. Roger Gar audy, Manr sm
in the Twentieth Century New York Charles Scri ner s Sons,
,
is a ook showing how Mar ism is eing torn away from the authoritar
ianism of its ast. Many in the Mar ist movement want to see Mar ism
recover its humanistic side resulting in democracy and freedom.
The Christian-Mar ist dialogue e tends ack to the turn of the cen
tury. Both movements are seen as historically-oriented, seeking to over
come ahenation, to have em hasis on action, community, o enness to
the future, and interest m freedom. At root, oth are revolutionary.
Two hel ful recent articles are Eugene C. Bianchi, Point of Conver
,
Encounter,
gence in the Christian-Mar ist Dialogue
Mar
ist-Christian
of
and Henry Morrison, Theoretical uestions
Unity
,
- .
Radical Religion,
The latter article says No to any ossi iHty of convergence. Two
as ects of Mar ism make unity im ossi le. One is that Mar ists main
tain renunciation of religion as essential to Mar ism. Secondly, Mar ism
forming

re ects

the

the

not taken

ossi ility
seriously.

of transcendence,

The movement which forms

a

ecause the material world is

ackground

of H eration

theology

is

The

the

ohtical theology

man

is

on

the

Euro ean

resent s okes

continent. The

Moltmann. He has written many

Jurgen
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ooks

on

the

su ect.

On the Ground and

Theology of Ho e
im ortant
Im lications of a Christian Eschatology New York Har er . Row,
and The Crucified God The Cross of Christ as the Foundation
and Criticism of Christian Theology New York Har er and Row,
. Another ook to which he and others contri uted is Religion
The two most

are

. The em ha
Har er and Row,
sis of this movement is on the significance of eschatology. This relativizes all systems of thought thus, there is re ection of ideology. Li
eration is sought at all levels
economic, olitical, and ersonal. Molt-

and Political

Society New

York

-

mann s

commitments

own

As with any

new

are

to democratic sociahsm.

movement, criticism of li eration

theology

arose

On
ers ectives.
Latin American Li eration Theology
Christianity and Crisis,
is the danger of rovincial
One
makes
three
criticisms.
,
- ,
of eo le in need and the
ahead
ism the second is utting ideology
third, is eo le s reaction against an elite grou that ecomes o sessed
with itself. He then oints out that society is more than economics.
A Catholic criticism comes from Bonaventure Klo
en urg, Tem
tations for the Theology of Li eration Chicago Fransiscan Herald Pr.,
. This tract is fundamentally a reciative and distinguishes e
tween tem tation and sin. There is a list of
tem tations in
cluded. One is to give riority to the situation over the Gos el. The sec
ond is to minimize the im ortance of the ontological dimension. The
third is to reduce theology to olitics. The fourth is to dangerously
minimize ersonal sin. The fifth is to identify the gos el with sociahsm.
The si th is to fail to recognize that the term li eration is am iguous.
The seventh is to neglect eschatology. The eighth is to e unfair while
eing ro hetic. The ninth is to create a new kind of clericalism. The
tenth is to too readily ustify violence. The eleventh is to re lace ortho
do y with ortho ra y.

uickly

and from several different

Peter He
Li eration
centers

Moltmann, in

on

lewaite offers another criticism in

Theology

the idea of

Frontier,
making ohtical

logical acce ta ihty. He
ection of duahsm, such

How

-

,

.

commitment the

elieves this is caused

y

Li erating
His

is

criti ue

asis for theo

the movement s

re

history,

etc. To

oints. In Li eration Theology The Gains, the Ga s

Chris-

as

church and state, God and

have this monism leaves o en the ossi ihty of totahtarianism.
Clark Pinnock has also een led to criticize h eration theology at
various

A

Bi liogra hic Essay

,
- , he centers on four oints. One is that
olitics takes recedence over Bi lical theology second, salvation is
urely historical third, the Holy S irit dwells in mankind, who then ef

tianity Today,

fects the li eration

rocess

and, fourth, the mission of the church is

urely

olifical terms. He then commends the movement as
to
areas
that
evangelicals need to ecome aware of. The Chris
ointing
tian should e mvolved in
uilding a more ust and human society.
There should also e recognition that socialism is a live o tion for the
eliever. Pinnock develo s further what li eration means in a two- art
article, An Evangelical Theology of Human Li eration So ourners,
Fe .
- , and March
,
,
- . His ur ose is to give
an outline of a systematic theology for
u hc disci leshi . He reacts
strongly against
rivatizing the Bi hcal message. The Bi le has a
social message, and the Bi hcal erson must also. Pinnock egins with
revelation in Scri ture, in which rinci les must e gras ed. Then he
oints to the Trinity as crucial to ohtical theology, and descri es the
significance of each erson of the Trinity. Third, history must e un
derstood in light of creation, rovidence i.e., God working out his ur
oses , and eschatology. In the second art, he egins with man created
in God s image, whose hfe is sacred, and who was given government
for the ust ordering of society. He then discusses the effects of the
Fall. Sin is always social demonic owers dominate in society man s
defined in

dominion has

ecome twisted. In conclusion, he states that salvation

must e tend to the reconcihation of all that e ists under sin.

Lastly,

redeemed e istence is the church, which has its own set of values a art
from the world. This new set of values must e a lied to the totahty

society. Thus, for Pinnock, traditional evangelical theology has the
foundation for ohtical disci leshi . He is also aware, however, that
of

this has not

een

roclaimed y

its adherents.

A final criticism is that of Rene de Visme WiUiamson,

Aug.

,

The

,

-

Theology
. The

Christianity Today,
oint-counter oint a roach, five eing discussed. Li
eration theology contends that li erty is the center of Christianity
for evangelicals it is service to God. For li eration theology, li eration
comes from
overty and o ression, ut for evangehcals li eration
and e uality are contradictions. Li eration theology says that the oor
of U eration

article

gives

a

need to have their consciousness raised to reahze their condition is not
inevita le.
says God is no res ecter of ersons the

Evangelicahsm
e singled out

oor cannot

as

God s

eo le.

theology con
ressed whereas

Li eration

tends that violence is necessary to li erate the

o

The

As ury Seminarian

evangelicals contend that this is contrary to Romans . Lastly, li era
ut
tion theology
elieves the secularizing
rocess must contmue,
contend
that
secularization
e
Christian.
cannot
evangehcals
In summary, li eration theology has aroused much controversy,
whether with the older develo mentalism, ohtical theology, or evangehcalism. As has een seen, evangelicals have had widely differing re

s onses. Pinnock re resents a grou which sees value in much of what
this movement wants to accom hsh. Wilhamson, however, re resents

those who would

re ect

For this writer,

the movement almost

ositive

some

oints

have

totally.

een made. The Christian

the side of ustice and righteousness. There
gos el which has all too often een ignored.
This em hasis on meaningful action is to e welcomed. The church
cannot continue to sit on the sidelines. Li eration theology can also
awaken the evangehcal community to the ossi ihty of socialism as a

in
is

society surely

a

e

must

on

social dimension to the

via le alternative. This leads to the conce t of church and society. In
a sense, the church must always
e a counterculture movement. It
must never

ahgn

itself

system. This having

evangehcals

will have

dogmaticaUy

difficulty.

Most of these difficulties have
main

areas

will

with any economic

een said, however, there

already

are

clearly

or

areas

olitical
where

een mentioned. Some of the

e reiterated here. The whole idea of

resent situation, rather than with Scri ture, is highly

starting with the
uestiona le. At

oint, li eration theology seems to em hasize social h eration al
ersonal li eration. Though time may correct
this, it re resents a serious ro lem now. In relationshi to this, there is
the tendency to see society in urely ohtical and economic terms. The
this

most to the e clusion of

evangehcal has an understanding of how far ohtics and economics can
go in confronting the issues of society. The re ection of all dualism is
also a ro lem. The evangehcal sees that a distinction must e made e
tween God and history, church and society, etc. Though relationshi s
e ist, to identify them is to destroy them. Fourth, there does not a
ear to e a ho e for the consummation of history y God in li eration
theology. Surely this ho e is fundamental to any evangehcal theology.
Lastly, though the em hasis on action is good, an un ending a roach
may ring a out a new elitism. The am iguity of social involvement
must never e forgotten y those
artici ating in it. The issues are not
as
as
clear
one
hke.
always
might
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